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Presentation
What is the role
of rural, social
and Solidarity
finances in
Latin American
countries such as
Peru or Bolivia?
*
Even if quantitatively limited, this sector does
contribute to the support and empowerment
of family farmers.

*
For more than 15 years, the Latin American
Guarantee Fund (fogal) has been playing
an important role in bringing together social
economy stakeholders, as shown in a recently
published study, focusing on Peru1.

1 Estudio de sistematizacion de la practica de las finanzas rurales en el Peru desde
el sector de la economía social solidaria; Juan Carlos Rodriguez et Andrea Ravines,
setiembre del 2019.
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A brief History
of rural finances
in Peru
1931
creation of the Agricultural Bank

First institution to really be dedicated to rural
financing in Peru.

1950

the cooperative sector
starts developing in Peru

Its liquidation in led to an abundance

of rural finance related initiatives.

1970

1982

Mid

1990

cooperatives
are at their height

the first municipal savings and loans funds start
appearing. These are focusing on small and micro
enterprises

rural savings and loans funds are emerging while cooperatives start
disappearing after being heavily impacted by economic reforms

In the 1990’s the State’s strong withdrawal caused a lot of issues for cooperatives, but on the other hand,
gave rise to a big diversity of microfinancing institutions such as municipal funds, rural funds, the organisation of the biggest microfinancing ngos into edpymes, etc.
Peru is in fact one of the countries where microfinancing is the more developed. The openness of the
countries’ financial market has also attracted a lot of foreign social investors.
The said investors also played a key role in supporting producers’ organisations and cooperatives in the
Peruvian coffee and cocoa sector, which allowed for an increase in quality as well as in the capacity for a
timely delivery of the requested quantities.

1998

creation of a specific status to formalise microfinancing NGOs (EDPYMES)

revival of an agricultural bank under the label AGROBANCO

2002

2019

new law to specifically regulate
savings and loans cooperatives
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the rural finances
ecosystem in Peru

1

In the country, rural finance players do not all give the same importance
to the social and environmental aspects of their actions. The distinction is
crucial in terms of choosing values
Some private institutions do focus on social
and solidarity aspects: savings and loans cooperatives, ngos and international social investors
for instance. One important aspect to keep in
mind is that cooperatives are only regulated
since 2019 and microfinancing ngos that did
not evolve towards the non mandatory edpymes
status, are not yet regulated.

Alongside these entities, are structures that do
not focus on these social and supportive aspects:
edpymes, rural and municipal funds, banks... all
these entities are regulated. 30 of these were active in the microfinancing sector in 2019.
Finally, some complementary initiatives are promoted by the State, which offer a whole range
of financing services (loans but also subsidies
through call for proposals) entirely or partly
dedicated to the rural and agricultural fields:
agrobanco, banco de la nacion, cofide, foncodes, agroideas, procompite, …
This ecosystem is graphically represented on the
next page.

Cooperatives
that favour
a more social and
environmental
perspective coexist
with structures
that do not share
the same values.
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A quantitative picture

2

Microfinancing entities

Regulated microfinancing entities represent more than 50% of the
countries’ borrowers, but only 12% of the loan portfolio, which
corresponds to a total of 9.43 billion Euros2 at the end of 2018, with a clear
predominance of municipal funds
With a share of 46%, credit to small and microenterprises is clearly the priority for these
different players.

By definition, numbers for the non-regulated3
market are less precise, however, it can be estimated that, in 2018:

Total in Euros
in %
Importance en100
%
9,434,104,719

47 cooperatives under the supervision of the
National Federation of Peruvian Savings and
Loans Cooperatives (fenacrep) had an outstanding credit of 736.9 million Euros in total.
9 ngos were financing 116.463 clients for a total
of 56.4 million Euros.

5,428,804,137 Municipal Funds 57.5

The financing of non regulated entities is thus
way less important since it represents only 10%
of the regulated market.

2	Exchange rates used in this publication were from 31/12/2018:
1 € = 3,8675 Peruvian Sols
1 € = 7,73 Bolivianos
1 € = 1,14 US$
3

Cooperative are regulated since 2019

2,572,592,114

Mi banco 27.3

806,489,981

Financial Entities 8.5

404,524,887

Rural Funds 4.3

221,693,601

Edpymes

2.3
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What about Agricultural loans?
It is estimated that only 10% of farm producers actually apply for a loan; in
2016 (cenagro) this represented more or less 208,000 small and medium
producers.
Reasons for such a low activity are rather general: little knowledge of the farming market by
financial entities, low revenues for the producers, high risks related to farming activities, high
transaction costs, a very complex selection and
monitoring process for loans. On the demand
side, numbers of applications remain quite low,
in particular because of the high interest rates
compared to the return on investment for farming activities.

Importance in 2018
Total
in Million
Euros
2,661.87

in %

1,947.05

Generalist Banks 73.15

277.85

Municipal Funds 10.44

100

In 2018, agricultural loans that were granted to
regulated entities represented 2.66 billion Euros,
or 3.3% of the whole national financial system.
Commercial banks are the ones in the lead with a
73% market share... far ahead of municipal funds
(10.4%) or the Public Agricultural Bank (8.9%).
In 4 years, there has been a 33% total growth,
mainly supported by Generalist Banks (+54%)
which are largely in the lead (73.15%). On the other hand, the public banking sector, which is undergoing a crisis, has dropped to 75.47 million Euros,
after a steady increase during the first years of the
analysed period.

evolution of outstanding
agricultural loans
(in Million Euros)
2,000

1,500

1,000
500

0
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

235.89

Agrobanco 8.86

148.60

Financial Entities
outside the banking sector 5.58

40.96
9.98
1.55

Rural Funds 1.54
Edpymes 0.37
Leasing 0.06
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fogal

3

In a context which is, at the same time, largely characterised by a strong
development of the microfinancing sector, but also not very favourable to
the financing of agriculture, a financial instrument such as the Latin American Guarantee Fund (fogal) proved to be an important factor, even if on a
small scale, by playing different roles that have allowed for more opportunities in the social and supportive economy.
fogal was created in 2004 and is composed of
institutional members from 4 countries: Belgium,
Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru. For Latin American
countries, fogal brings together organisations
active in the mircrofinancing field and producers’
associations and cooperatives.
Its head office is in Lima and works in a decentralised way in Bolivia and Ecuador.
Key figures (end of 2018):

|| A total outstanding of guarantees (63%) and
loans (37%) of 17.67 millions of Peurvian Sols
(4,568,843 €)
|| 29 different beneficiary organisations

|| 9 different financial entities which receive
guarantees from FOGAL
Key roles of FOGAL are:

> Helping producers’ organisations and microfinance institutions get access to financing;

> Creating links between producers’ organisations and the financial sector, supporting relationship building.

The heart of
fogal’s work lays
in the support
to sustainable
family farming,
allowing for a
reduction in risks
(or at least in their
perception)
when financing
the sector.
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Key figures

coverage

3

countries

(end of 2018)

29

Ecuador
head office

Lima

different beneficiary
organisations

Peru
Bolivia

Fogal

9

different financial
entities which receive
guarantees

loans

37%

63%

6.58
million
soles

Outstanding
guarantees

11.09
million
soles

Total

17,67
million
soles*

*4,568,843 €
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Chanchamayo

arequipa

PERu

Institutional Warranty
Leverage Effect 1.47

Fogal

Commission
2.5% /year

la florida

Agricultural Cooperative

Security Deposit

Los Andes
Savings and Loans
Cooperative

Short Term Loan
543,433 us$
Interest 13% /year

PERu

Leverage Effect 3.43

Fogal

Commission
2.5% /year

Coopecan
Production Unit

Social Investor

alterfin
philea

Short Term Loan
1,200,000 us$
Interest 8% /year

Coffee Harvest
3,100

Camelids Breeders
> 500

Coffee Producers

cajamarca

PERU

PERU

Social Investor

Social Investor

alterfin

Root capital

Short Term Loan 700,000 us$
CInvestment Loan 492,000 us$
Interest 9% /year

S.A villa andina

Working and Investment Capital

>2,000

Cocoa, quinoa ...
family farms

Short Term Loan 42,000,000 us$
Investment Loan 3,050,000 us$
Interest between 9 and 13% /year

35

Coffee Producers’ Organisations
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la paz

bolivia

Social Investor

alterfin

Security Deposit

Fogal

Leverage Effect 2
Investisseur
social
Institutional Warranty
Leverage Effect 2

Commission
2.5% /year

sidi

Loan
826,250 us$

Credit
600,000 us$

IMPRO

Development
financial institution

Loan
20% /year

> 3,000

Rural Producers

la paz

Oruro
Potosi

bolivia

Institutional Warranty

Investment Funds

Leverage Effect 3

interfin

Fogal

Foundation

Commission
2.5% /year

SArtawi

Development
financial institution

> 29,000

Producers

3 -years
Bonds
Issuance

Fogal

Commission
2.5% /year

In the following
page we will
present a
number of
initiatives
that either
directly involve
fogal, or
were set up by
organisations
close to the
fogal network
(linkage).

bolivia

Institutional Warranty

Social Investors

Leverage Effect 2

oikocredit

Medium-term loan
600,000 us$
Interest 9% /year

faaas

Community
Finance Enterprise

Credit

13% /year

1,200

Quinoa Producers and
Camelids Breeders
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€
La Florida

Los Andes

agricultural cooperative

1966
Geographical
area

Was created in

savings and loans cooperative

2000

500
Number of
producers

Type of
production

The agricultural cooperative La Florida is composed
of 500 coffee producers from the semi-tropical area in
the centre of the country. Its exports amounted to
a total of 12,500,000 Peruvian Sols (3,232,062 €)
in 2018. It has several trademarks: fair trade, organic
production, sustainable coffee.

Geographical
area

Was created in

70.000
Number of
producers

Credit
portfolio

The los andes savings and loans cooperative was
created in the year 2000 in the Andean region of
Apurimac. It currently has 70,000 members and a
network of 22 agencies. At the end of 2018, its credit
portfolio was of 173 million in Peruvian Sols
(44.7 million €) and the collected savings were
of 193million (49.9 million €).

fogal
These two organisations have both been in contact with fogal
for a long time, this is why, when La Florida started facing cash
flow issues, fogal decided to introduce it to the los andes
cooperative.

After a close analysis of the file, los andes decided to grant
la florida a bridging loan of 543,433 dollars (476,696 €) at
an annual rate of 13% which held this very interesting
characteristic: given the long lasting trust relationship it has
with fogal, los andes accepted an institutional warranty of
68%*, free of a blocked deposit.

results
La Florida was thus able to have access to the amounts it
needed to pay its members in cash when the latter would
deliver their coffee.
On the other side, los andes was able to improve its cash flow
management.
This is a very interesting case of collaboration between
cooperatives (of producers and savings and loans) enabled
by fogal’s intervention.

* This warranty is charged at 2.5% by FOGAL

44,7 M€
+ - on
÷ × =
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€
COOPECAN

ALTERFIN

Stock Farmers’ Cooperative

2008
Geographical
area

Was created in

Savings and Loans Cooperative

3.100
Number of
farmers

Type of
production

is composed of 3,100 camelids breeders (Alpacas and
Vicunas) from several different Andean regions in Peru
(Arequipa, Apurimac, Ayacucho and Cusco).

Geographical
area

1994

6.000

Was created in

Nombre
d’investisseurs

Credit
portfolio

alterfin* is a Belgian Cooperative composed of 6,000
private and institutional investors. At the end of 2018,
its share capital amounted to 64.5 million euros. It
specialises in the granting of loans to producers’
organisations and microfinance institutions. Its
portfolio amounts to 90 million euros, 34% of which
are dedicated to the direct support to sustainable
family farms.

fogal
For several years now, fogal has had a 477,305 dollars
deposit in alterfin, which allows for the freeing up of a credit
line in favour of common partners: this line was at 1,013,125
dollars on December 31st 2018 with a leverage effect of 2.12.

In 2018, alterfin granted a loan of 1,200,000 dollars over
3 years with an interest rate of 9%, in collaboration with
another social investor (philea** , based in Switzerland).
The fogal warranty amounts to 350,000 dollars and is
covered by a deposit with a leverage effect of 3.43.

results
This is an interesting case because it involves an investment loan
over 3 years for a project which aims at supporting the
construction and the installation of a camelid fibre treatment unit.
Investment loans are essential to the development of agriculture
and livestock farming; this being said, they remain very rare.
By 2020, it is estimated that this unit will be able to produce
250 tons of Alpaca fibre per year, which represents a 6 million
dollars turnover.
* www.alterfin.be
** www.philea.coop

90 M€
+ - on
÷ × =
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Bio

€

VILLA ANDINA

ALTERFIN

public limited company

2007
Geographical
area

Was created in

Savings and Loans Cooperative

3 100
Nombre
d’éleveurs

7

Branches

villa andina is a public limited company created in
2007 in Cajamarca. It only processes organic products
and has several organic and sustainable labels.

Geographical
area

1994

6.000

Was created in

Nombre
d’investisseurs

90 M€
+ - on
÷ × =
Credit
portfolio

Historically, alterfin has essentially supported
organisations and producers’ cooperatives such as
coopecan.

Alterfin
Recently, in an effort to widen its scope of activities, alterfin
adapted its loan policy to be able to also work with public
limited companies that create links between the market and
smaller producers’ organisations. With the constant desire to
make sure these enterprises create long lasting and fair
working relationships with the producers.

This is how, in 2017, alterfin approved a credit line of
400,000 dollars for labour capital in favour of the villa
andina plc.
Following a positive evaluation at the beginning of 2019, this
amount was renewed and increased to 700,000 dollars with
an additional 492,000 dollars dedicated to investments in a
cocoa treatment unit. The annual interest rate is of 9%.

results
In total, several organic value chains are being financed in the
context of this collaboration: Peru’s coqueret, a kind of cherry,
the maca (the Peruvian “ginseng”), the yacon (an earth pear),
cocoa and quinoa.
This mechanism currently impacts 27 associations and
5 producers’ cooperatives, representing more than
2,000 family farms.
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€
coffee producers

ROOT CAPITAL
Savings and Loans Cooperative

2007
Geographical
area

Existe depuis

35
Producers’
organisations

1999
Type de
production

One of root capital’s tasks is to bring a long lasting
solution to the issue of the coffee rust disease in Peru,
in order to answer the urgent needs of the coffee
producers who are fighting against the epidemic and
also, on a long term basis, to renew coffee plantations.

Geographical
area

Was created in

1,3G€
+ - on
÷ × =
Credit
portfolio

root capital is quite an important social investor
based in the United States. In 2019 it celebrated its
20th anniversary and has, since its creation, lent a
cumulated amount of 1.3 billion dollars. As an investor,
it is mainly present in areas where the environment is
vulnerable (95%).

ROOT CAPITAL
Within this context, root capital launched the initiative
for the Resilience of Coffee Producers. There was indeed a
need for a financial type of solution, but also for the creation
of alliances with multilateral players (Inter-American
Development Bank), industrials from the sector (Starbucks
Coffee, Equal Exchange and Cooperative Coffees) as well as
other social investors such as the ford and skoll foundations.

root capital also put in place renovation and plant
rehabilitation loans. These have a maximum duration of
7 years, with a 2-years grace period and are helping
associations and producers’ cooperatives. The interest rate
can vary from 9 to 13%.

results
Short term loans represented 42 million dollars and were
distributed among 30 different organisations.
Investment loans went up to 3.05 million dollars spread across
5 organisations.
Finally, non repayable support has been added to the
mechanisms for more than 570,000 dollars (productivity
improvement, diversification of revenues) for 17 different
entities.
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Bolivia at a glance

4

In Bolivia, the social and sustainable finance sector is essentially composed
of Development finance institutions (dfi)4 which are part of finrural,
a member organisation of fogal
At the end of 2018, the 9 members of finrural
had a cumulated social capital of 1.03 billion Bolivianos (133,247,000 €) and a loan portfolio of
5.37 billion Bolivianos (694,696,000 €), of which
36% in rural areas. These institutions are not yet
allowed to safekeep public savings. But this is
bound to be possible soon and should allow for
a new growth rate.
Their portfolio is overall quite sound: 1.78% reprogrammed; 0.93% expired and 0.86% in judicial enforcement.

In the last 8 years (2010 – 2018), their business
volume has been multiplied by 3.3 in general and
a little bit less in rural areas (3.06).

dfis represented almost 500,000 clients among
which 70% are women and 28% are people living
in rural areas.
334 agencies are spread across the entire country with more than 4,000 jobs which have been
created.

fogal currently collaborates with 2 members of
finrural: impro and the sartawi foundation.

Apart from the very important sector of dfis, the
Bolivian government has created a special status
for financing institutions which have been created by producers’ organisations from different
fields: quinoa, coffee, cocoa, honey... these are
called Community Finance Enterprises (cfe). At
the moment, 3 of them are in the process of regulation: the faaas (quinoa and camelids), afid
(cocoa) and fincafe (coffee).

4

Formerly microfinance NGO.

dfis
represented
almost
500,000 clients
among which
70% are women
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€

€

Impro

sartawi

1995
Geographical
area

Was created in

+3.000
Families

4,5M$
+ - on
÷ × =
Credit
portfolio

1990
Geographical
area

Was created in

40
Agencies

56M$
+ - on
÷ × =
Credit
portfolio

impro (Incubadora de Microemepresas Productivas) is
a Development Financial Institution with a loan
portfolio of up to 4,499,000 dollars.
impro offers 3 types of loans:
Development loans: production, business, services
Housing: renovation, access to water, sewerage...
With an “added value”: health, education.

sartawi is a Development Finance Institution which
current loan portfolio is of 5,000,000 dollars. More
than 50% of its activity takes place in rural areas.
It is essentially financed by international (40%) and
local (60%) refinancing operations. It managed to
negotiate the issuance of bonds with the closed-end
investment fund interfin.

fogal

fogal

With FOGAL, 2 actions are currently taking place with
2 international social investors.

sartawi requested an institutional warranty of
one million dollars to fogal for the issuance of
3 million-dollar bonds, which would allow for the
granting of productive agricultural loans.

results

results

With the Belgian cooperative alterfin, a security
deposit covers a 826,250 dollars loan, with a leverage
effect of 2.
With the International Solidarity for Development and
Investment organisation - sidi (France) – an institutional
warranty was set up for a 600,000 dollars loan.
The multiplying effect is also of 2.

This operation with sartawi is a very first large scale
one (for fogal) and was launched at the beginning
of 2019 for 3 years.
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€
OIKOCREDIT

FAAAS
quinoa producers

1975
Geographical
area

Was created in

1G$
+ - on
÷ × =

140
Partners in
South America

Credit
portfolio

oikocredit is a very important player in the global
social economy. Its headquarters are in
The Netherlands and it is very active in Latin America
with more than 140 partners. Its loan and equity
investment portfolio is larger than 1 billion dollars.

Oruro

2010

1.100

Potosi

Geographical
area

Was created in

Number of
members

Type of
production

faaas is a financial entity created in 2010 by the
National Association of Quinoa Producers (anapqui).
faaas is composed of 1,100 members who are quinoa
producers. The loan portfolio is of 2,150,000 dollars
and has the particularity of being a 100% dedicated
to agricultural production, seeds, organic fertilizers or
equipment. The interest rate is of 13% and the
duration can go up to 3 years.

faaas
One of the particularities of faaas is to work hand in hand
with anapqui, it’s parent association: indeed, technical
assistants of the proquinat Programme for natural quinoa,
who are based in the 15 regional associations of anapqui, play
a key role in the identification and monitoring of loans.

results
fogal guarantees 50% of faaas’ loans with oikocredit in the
context of 2 financing operations of 300,000 dollars each. This
is an institutional warranty.
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conclusion
These various examples show that it is possible to create links between sustainable family
farms, producers’ organisations, fair exchanges and social and solidarity finance entities.
These are contractual and professional relationships where all the parties are bound to
respect their commitments. Another way of
financing family farms is thus possible, while
at the same time respecting all environmental,
social and economical points of view. It is just
a matter of scaling up! This is most certainly
one of the main challenges fogal will be facing, which will require the creation of new alliances in the rural, social and solidarity finance
sector.

This issue of Zoom microfinance was written by Marc Mees, responsible for
knowledge management at SOS Faim, with the support of Claire Stoeckel
and Laurent Biot.
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